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ABSTRACT

The purpose of the study was to determine which factor is the most influential towards a student’s

decision to persist within the astronomy field of study and how that relates to the prevalent racial

gap within the department. The 2020 report from the American Institute of Physics contained a

survey that compares undergraduate African American and White students through a series of ques-

tions that compare their experience in college thus far. The parameters from that survey was

utilized for this study and through linear correlation tests performed, African-American un-

dergraduate students are most influenced by student and faculty relationships and White

undergraduate students are most influenced by their awareness of career opportunities.

With this study, we hope additional future surveys are completed to further expand and

understand the different factors that are capable to affecting a student’s desire to keep

learning.

1. INTRODUCTION

Among the other fields of science, astronomy ranks as one of the worst departments relative to racial diversity among

their demographics. Though there should be a clear reflection of the general population’s racial percentage, this is

unfortunately not the case. The 2007 Nelson Diversity Survey highlights the racial disparity among the faculty of

the top 50 astronomy schools across the United States. Taking into account every faculty member, 90% identified

as White, and approximately 1% identified as Black or Latinx. Analyzing the U.S. Census that year, approximately

66% identified as White, 12.2% as Black, and 15% as Latinx. Instead of reflecting the corresponding percentage, one

racial group was much more represented, while the under-represented groups faced a severe lack of representation. The

tables of these data sets can be found below. Figure 1 is representative of the results of the 2007 Nelson Diversity

Survey. Figure 2 is of the U.S. Census throughout the years along with a racial breakdown of the general population.

Similarly, the demographics of graduate level students reflect this disparity. From 2002 to 2012, under-represented

minorities only made up approximately 3% of total PhDs awarded for astronomy Rudolph et al. (2020). In the span of

a decade, the percentage of PhDs conferred to under-represented minorities did not surpass even 4% of the entire pool

of graduate students. If the disparity persists as early as the graduate school level, how might the undergraduate level

pool look like? Assuming the undergraduate pool is more diverse than both the graduate level and full-time faculty,

this may be interpreted as the ’turn-off point’ in which these under-represented groups deviate from pursuing a more

advanced position in this field. If this is true, it would be indicative of issues occurring between undergraduate and

graduate school. What is going on during this period?

Just as analysis of the racial demographics of full-time faculty and graduate students were conducted, the diversity

breakdown of undergraduate students within astronomy will also be observed. As suspected, the racial disparity is

not as severe in the undergraduate level. There is a higher percentage of Black and Latinx people earning bachelors

degrees than in the two previous areas. The trend within both of these graphs indicate that the percentage will only

increase. One important note is that the percentage of Black and Hispanic bachelor recipients have slowly increased

AIP TEAM-UP Team (2020).
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Figure 1. The figure is the concluding statistics from the 2007 Nelson Diversity Survey.

Figure 2. This figure is of the 2007 United States Census.
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Figure 3. This plot visually depicts the number of degrees that African-Americans and Hispanics have obtained within the
last 20 years.

With this information in hand, institutions across the country have been implementing social programs within their

respective astronomy departments and creating task forces meant to place importance on diversity and inclusion.

However, how effective have they been? Just as it is important to implement these programs, it is also important to

keep up with them and analyze their effectivity.

The following study will focus on further analysis of a previous student survey conducted by the

American Institute of Physics (AIP) which explored how different ethnic groups responded to questions

based on their experience in college so far. More specifically, the comparison will be between African-

American and White undergraduate students. Section 2 will detail the process of data retrieval by

AIP. Section 3 is about the linear and statistical analysis performed onto the data to determine which

factor is most influential across the racial groups. Subsection 3.1 will discuss the importance of such a

study and a possible response in light of the calculated results. Section 4 will cap off with a summary

of the results and the impact that such a study can have on the field.

2. METHODOLOGY

2.1. Background

For this study, factors that generally contribute to the racial gap within the undergraduate level needed to be

determined. Along with their determination, it was of vital importance that each one be introduced with equal

importance. Failure to do so would not only introduce a level of bias, but skewer the accuracy of the results. It is

through this initial condition that will allow for comparison later on in the study. The question then

evolves to, how could this issue be prevented? Past this issue, the idea behind defining said factors was to determine

if correlation exists between each one and the mentioned undergraduate diversity gap. Assuming correlation were to

exist, it would provide an partial answer as to why the gap exists.

2.2. Data Retrieval

The data set from the AIP TEAM-UP Team (2020) of the American Institute of Physics (AIP) was utilized.

Alongside the data set, the report also provides a list of factors that are believed to be potential causes to the under-

representation of Black undergraduate students within physics and astronomy. Not only is the inclusion of each factor

thoroughly explained, but is also backed up by various literature. In light of this, the factors the report has listed will

also be the factors utilized in this project. It is also recognized that these factors are not meant to be representative
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of all possible ones, but of the ones with significant background. Due to the survey containing significant data only

for White and Black students, the scope of this project will shift to these two racial groups. Figure 5 displays

the conducted survey from this report. The data set itself was collected through means of a survey in which 187

undergraduate students answered questions regarding their college experience. A Likert scale was utilized for the

participants to record their answers. Likert scales are utilized to measure the attitude of the participants of a survey

(Likert (1932)). The AIP report presented each racial group’s mean response according to the question and factor

it was accounting for. However, to check for correlation of each factor, a linear regression model must be in place.

Statistical tests are then performed with the responses to determine the existence of correlation. Unfortunately, the

individual response would be required to carry these tests out and not the group’s average response. While the report

mentioned a the original responses for a couple of the questions, it did not do so for all of them. To solve this issue, an

email was sent to the team responsible for AIP’s report in an effort to obtain the original, unedited student responses.

Barring a response from AIP, a temporary solution was implemented to continue carrying out this study. Though

AIP’s report unfortunately does not provide individual responses from their student survey, they do provide the mean

average and standard deviation of each survey question from each ethnic group that was involved in the study. With

this information, python was utilized to create individual mock student responses that followed those constraints.

With those limits imposed, it allows for the most realistic individual responses available. To maintain consistency with

the actual survey, the total number of responses was also kept the same. Table 1 contains the parameters that were

utilized in generating the mock data points.

2.3. Data Processing

As briefly mentioned, the obtained data would be utilized to run a linear regression model to then execute three

statistical tests and check for correlation of each factor. Before the next steps could be taken, it was important

to make sure the survey was impartial. To ensure this, the 7 Classical Assumptions of Ordinary Least Squares was

consulted. The 7 Classical Assumptions are a set of conditions that must be met so that the Ordinary

Least Squares (OLS) estimators are as accurate as can be (Poole & O’Farrell (1971)). Poole & O’Farrell

(1971) provides a detailed explanation for each assumption along with its importance. If the conditions

are not met, the OLS estimators would not be trustworthy to work with. For approval, the BREUSCH

(1978), Breusch & Pagan (1979), and Ramsey (1969) are the tests that will aid in completing the objective. The

BREUSCH (1978) test will make sure the error within the data is normally distributed. The Breusch & Pagan (1979)

test will establish if correlation is present with each factor. The Ramsey (1969) is meant to act as a diagnostic for

correctness of a functional form, essentially making sure no degree of each factor is being omitted. With all

factors undergoing all three tests, all aspects will be covered when determining if the conditions have been met

and thus classifying the OLS estimators as trustworthy. All of the statistical tests were carried out within

Python.

3. DISCUSSION

With the mock survey results, the mentioned linear regression tests were performed to statistically determine which

factor is most influential when undergraduate students pondered what would cause them to drop their pursuit of a

bachelor’s degree in astronomy. Figure 5 and 6 depict the resulting coefficients from the linear regression

tests of both racial groups. From the results, the first column is the numerical coefficient that represents

the correlation to the independent variable. Within the African-American student responses, the factor

that, statistically, displayed the most influence was how comfortable they are in communicating with

faculty. This was determined due to the corresponding coefficient value being the highest one. Within

the White student responses, the factor that was statistically most influential, was their awareness to

career opportunities. To further refine this study, a future F-test analysis would be most beneficial as

it would reveal the fit that best models the population sample and would explain the variance in the

dependent variable by comparing two regression models.

One important revelation made during this study was the lack of these types of survey within as-

tronomy. The AIP TEAM-UP Team (2020) is, unfortunately, the most in-depth survey and report

that directly explores the different experience within college across multiple racial groups that has

been released. This further merits and emphasizes the dire need for additional studies such as this one

to monitor and combat the gap that exists between racial presence within the field. With additional

measures, the possibility of closing the racial gap can start to become real.
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Factor African American White

Complete Major at Institution
Mean Avg: 3.69

Std: 0.54

Mean Avg: 3.70

Std: 0.61

Transfer to Another Institution
Mean Avg: 2.04

Std: 0.95

Mean Avg: 1.73

Std: 0.84

Changing Majors
Mean Avg: 1.96

Std: 0.90

Mean Avg: 1.90

Std: 0.89

Leave Field after Degree
Mean Avg: 1.73

Std: 0.75

Mean Avg: 1.82

Std: 0.93

Paying for College
Mean Avg: 2.83

Std: 1.20

Mean Avg: 2.70

Std: 1.07

Working Interfere Studies
Mean Avg: 2.44

Std: 1.18

Mean Avg: 2.47

Std: 1.03

Paying College Debt
Mean Avg: 2.79

Std: 1.18

Mean Avg: 2.64

Std: 1.18

Comfortable Approaching Faculty
Mean Avg: 3.94

Std:1.19

Mean Avg: 4.36

Std: 0.90

Confident Handling Lab Equipment
Mean Avg: 4.08

Std: 1.10

Mean Avg: 4.00

Std: 1.36

Awareness of Career Opportunities
Mean Avg: 2.98

Std: 0.89

Mean Avg: 2.85

Std: 0.91

Seek Help from Peers
Mean Avg: 3.15

Std: 0.94

Mean Avg: 3.28

Std: 0.86

Seek Help from Professors
Mean Avg: 3.10

Std: 0.87

Mean Avg: 3.08

Std: 0.85

Seek Help from Online Resources
Mean Avg: 3.59

Std: 0.69

Mean Avg: 3.43

Std: 0.74

Belonging Academic Dept Community
Mean Avg: 3.96

Std: 1.10

Mean Avg: 4.13

Std: 1.24

Community with Peers in Major
Mean Avg: 3.69

Std: 1.24

Mean Avg: 4.15

Std: 1.12

Departmental Supportive Environment
Mean Avg: 4.12

Std: 1.09

Mean Avg: 4.30

Std: 0.85

Sense of Community with Peers from Same Ethnic Group
Mean Avg: 4.04

Std: 1.17

Mean Avg: 3.66

Std: 1.33

Organization that helps Society
Mean Avg: 3.50

Std: 0.70

Mean Avg: 3.42

Std: 0.57

Making the World a Better Place
Mean Avg: 3.58

Std: 0.64

Mean Avg: 3.62

Std: 0.56

Benefit Own Community
Mean Avg: 3.65

Std: 0.59

Mean Avg: 3.21

Std: 0.95

Mentor Others in Major
Mean Avg: 3.62

Std: 0.69

Mean Avg: 3.55

Std: 0.64

Treated Negative in Class & Lab
Mean Avg: 1.92

Std: 1.33

Mean Avg: 1.33

Std: 0.97

Seen Others Treated Negatively
Mean Avg: 1.78

Std: 1.30

Mean Avg: 1.52

Std: 0.84

Overall Academic Performance
Mean Avg: 3.31

Std: 0.73

Mean Avg: 3.81

Std: 0.74

Academic Performance in the Major
Mean Avg: 3.30

Std:0.81

Mean Avg: 3.85

Std: 0.75
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Figure 4. The results of the survey conducted by AIP
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Figure 5. The results of the OLS estimators from linear regression. These results pertain to the African-American undergrad-
uate student responses.

Figure 6. The results of the OLS estimators from the linear regression of the White undergraduate responses.

3.1. Possible Solution

As previously mentioned, statistical analysis indicate that student and faculty dynamic is the most influential

factor when African-American undergraduate students think about potentially dropping astronomy as a major. In

light of this assertion, the question then becomes what can be done to combat this issue?
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A possible solution that institutions across the country may want consider is altering the behavior of faculty to

be more becoming. Not only is this a suggestion that stems from the results of this study, but is also a

strong suggestion made by Rudolph et al. (2019). In that white paper, the importance of student and

faculty dynamic is recognized and because of it, should be further strengthened to aid the student.

4. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, as a result of the tests performed on the survey results, the student and faculty relationship is

the one that has the most statistical influence when African-American undergraduate students ponder whether they

will continue their pursuit of a bachelor’s degree in astronomy. As mentioned before, future inclusion of an

f-test would be beneficial towards further validating these results. In response to this, institutions may

want to think about improving student and faculty. relationships. As supported by Rudolph et al. (2019), an

improvement in this behavior would have a profound effect on the students who are being the most impacted. Though

it will not completely close the present nationwide racial gap within the field of study, it will provide a sense of relief

which is meant to begin bridging together the great disparity.
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